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An investigation was undertaken to study t'he occurrence

of black magnetic particulate residues in motor vehicle

propane storage tanks.

Resid.ue samples I¡¡ere acquired from vehicle filters in a

vehicle fleet test. ALl test vehicles had been fueled

with propane under controlled conditions. Residues ulere

examined with a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), and

cheinically analyzed using Energy Dispersive spectroscopy

(EDS) and x-Ray Diffraction (xRD). A decommissioned

vehicle propane tank r¡ras also obtained, Sectioned,

studied with optical microscopy and a sEM' and sections

analyzed using EDS and XRD-

SEM, EDS and XRD analysis showed the particulate resídues

to be predominantly rnagnetite (iron oxide) flakes.

Examination and analysis of the inside of the

decommissioned vehicle tank showed an iron oxide layer

composed. prirnarily of magnetite, and evidence of oxid'e

layer spallation. The tank oxide layer I¡Ias f ound to

originate with the manufacture of the steel'

It vras concluded that

t,o spallation of the

the particulate residues were due

resident oxid.e laYer within the

ii



tank, and that residue generation

elimination of the tank oxide'

could be prevented bY
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CHAPTER ]- TNTRODUCTION

1.l- Propane as a Vehicle Fuel

Recently, propane has become increasingly popular as a

motor vehicle fuel. Higher octane, cleaner burning and

lower cost are some of the major advantages over

gasoline.

The basic vehicle propane fuel system consists of a

storagie tank, transfer and' conversion system with

filtration, and propane carburetor(s), as shown in Figure

1. Since propane for vehicle fuel applications is stored

as liquefied. propane under pressure, the storage vessel

must adrrere to Pressure vessel Manufacturing codes" The

vehicle tanks are typically designed for specific vehicle

applications, and built according to the ASME Pressure

Vessel Code.

Storage Vessei Fiiter Propatre APPIialrce
( eg. carburetor )

-* 1 Propane FueI SYstem

1_



1.2 The Particulate Residue Problem

In propane pot^rered vehicles ' the propane is drawn out of

the storag;e vessel in a liquid state' Consequently' anY

particulate residues, which may have been stirred into

suspension in the liquid ptopátt"' are also drawn out'

rn_line firters wirr stop particres L2-2o¡tm in size, but

finer particres wirl be passed on to the propane riquid

vapor converter, and to the appliance ( carburetor )'

In the early 1980's, large amounts of black magnetic

residues\Àrerediscoveredinthein.linefiltersofSome
propane powered' vehicles' fn severe cases' the filters

became clogged with resid'ue' In any case' the presence of

theblackresid.uescouldlead'tooperationalproblemsof
propane vaporizers, regulators and' carburetors't A1=o'

thepresenceofhard'magneticparticulateresiduescould

cause inadequate sealing of solenoid operated closure

valves.

1.3 Obiectives

Inlgs6thePropaneGasAssociationofCanada(PGAC)

formedaPropaneMagneticResidueandod'ourantCornmittee

to investigate the residue problem' âs well as an



odourant fade problem" In L987 a fleet test of Department

of National Defence ( DND ) propane powered vehicles was

undertaken to collect, und.er controlled conditions,

analysis samples of the magnetic residues' as well as

gather statistical data on the vehicles (mileage, etc. ) .

The research objectives of this thesis v/ere to use the

DND f leet test d.ata and residue samples, âs T¡¡elI as a

decommissioned vehicle propane tank, to investigate the

occurrence of the black magnetic residues, to draw

conclusions aS to the cause of the residues, and to

propose a solution to the Problem"



CHAPTER 2 EXPERIMENTATTON

2.1 Overview

In order to investigate the occurrence of the propane

residues, the following experimentation was performed:

1. Chemical analysis of the DND fleet test residue

samples.

2. ChemicaL analysis of selected miscellaneous residue

samples "

3. Sectioning of a d.ecommissioned propane vehicle tank,

for analysis of the tank vralls, and inner structures.

2.2 Residue Analvsis

2.2.1 The DND Fleet Test SamPIes

In 1988, L3 DND propane povtered vehicles were selected to

be part of a fleet test initiated by the PGAC odourant

and residue committee to collect residue samples under

controlled condiÈions. A1I the selected vehicles vlere in



continuous service on a variety of duty cycles in the

Winnipeg area.

All velricles in the test group vtere filled with propane

from the same source, and all propane r^¡as filtered to at

least 10 pm on introduction into the test vehicle tanks'

Test vehicle propane storage tanks were also fitted with

a redundant fuel lockoff to prevent the introduction of

any contaminants into the enpty storage tanks'

In-1ine filters \^¡ere changed regularly, with service

mileage and dates record.ed for each used filter. upon

removal from the vehicles, all used f ilters I'Iere

immed.iately placed in sealed zip-lock bags to prevent

contamination of the collected residues from

environmental sources.

The DND

propane

residue

vehicle fleet test produced 63 used in-line

filters, of which L3 filters had sufficient

deposits for analYsis.

Table 1 lists the vehicle data

storage tanks were constructed

Worthington manufactured tank,

aluminum.

for the fleet test. AtI

of steel excePt for the

which hlas constructed of

5



Tabtes 2 through 14 list the filter data for each of the

fleet test vehicles. Filter residue deposits $Jere rated

qualitatively rather than quantitatively since atternpts

to completely separate the resid.ues from the filters

proved. fruitless. Fil-ters chosen for analysis samples

vrere those which contained. sufficient residue deposits

for analYsis.

2.2.2 Miscellaneous SamPles

Míscellaneous samples acquired T¡rere predomínantly in-line

vehicle propane filter residues from DND vehicles not

included in the fleet test controlled group' In total'

over 3OO DND vehicle fitters were obtained. Filter

residues from 2 propane povtered buses v¡ere also obtained'

2.2.3 CornPound SeParation

Selected miscellaneous sample resid'ues r¡¡ere mixed with

ethanol, methanol, acetone and distilled water in order

to separate any dissolvable compounds. Measured amounts

of resídues l¡tere mixed. with 1OO mI of each solvent and

left f or 24 hours. Mixtures r¡¡ere then f iltered, and

recovered residues were weighed. Recovered residue mass



DND Number

84-7 L7I l-

84-7 435L

85-7 6686

85-77 009

85-77 047

86-777 62

a7 -7 8288

87-79557

B7 -7 9558

87-8 02 3l-

87'8 0277

88-82247

88-82249

Make

Chevrolet

Dodge

Plymouth

Clark

Dodge

Chev.

Plymouth

Dodge

Dodge

Chev.

Chev.

Pllnnouth

Plymouth

Car

Panel

Car

Tractor

Van

Pickup

Car

Pickup

Pickup

Pickup

Pickup

ttini van

Mini Van

Model Engine Tank

V6 SL.

3r-8 V8 MA.

2.2 4 cyl. MA.

4 cyl. Wo.

318 V8 MA.

350 V8 ?

318 V8 MA.

3r-8 V8 MA.

318 V8 MA.

305 V8 sL.

, 305 V8 sL.

2.2 4 cYI MA.

2.2 4 cyl. ?

TABLE 1 DND PROPANE VEHICLE TEST FLEET

* Tank Manufacturers: sL. - sleeger's, MA- - ManCheSter'
WO. - Worthington (Aluninurn) .

7



TABLE 2 VEHICLE 84-7L78L FILTER DATA

Last Change Last Km Prev. Km Diff. Deposits-' Samp1e#

55951- 46298 9653 H 1A

2L/::O/88 63252 6O7sO 2462 M

24 | 05 / 8s 7O75L 68360 239L s

* H - heawy, M - moderate, s slight, T - trace' N - none

TABLE 3 VEHICLE 84-7435L FTLTER DATA

Last Change Last Km Prev. Km Diff Deposits SamPIe#

m

a

m2L/l-0l88

aZL /1-0l 88

mle/L2/88

aLe/L2188

m28/06/8e

a28/06/89

n06/ oe / 8e

ao6/oe/8e

73446

7 3446

7 6480

7 6480

8378 1

83781

8483 5

84835

85L44

851,44

59386

59386

7 46L8

7 46L8

7 6480

7 6480

8378 L

8378 I

8483 5

84835

L4 060

t-4060

L862

L862

730L

7301,

L054

1054

309

309

2A

2BM

S

N

N

notes: m - main tank filter, a - auxiliary tank filter



TABLE 4 VEHTCLE 84.76686 FTLÎER DATA

TABLE 5 VEHICLE 85-77OO9 FTLTER DATA

Last change Last Krn Prev. Km Diff. Deposits" sample#

80821- s 3A

LO/LO/88 B39LO 8L237 2673 s 38

LL/O}/89 sLLr2 eo27o 842 T

o6/os/8s sLL57 eLLL2 45 T

6466 T

* H - heavy, M - moderate, s slight' T - trace, N none

Last Change Last Krn Prev. Km Diff.
28

L9

45

37

46

DeposiLs SamPIe#

L7 /Lo/88

oe/L2/88

06 / oL/ 8e

L3/03/8e

Le/07 lee

10 63

r-082

Ltz7

LL64

L2TO

L03 5

1063

1_082

LL27

LL64

N

N

N

N

N



TABLE 6 VEHTCLE 85-77047 FILTER DATA

Last change Last Km Prev. Km Diff. Deposits" sarnple#

m L1950 M 5A

Lt-950 S 5B

mL9 / Lol88 98812 95779 3033 T

aL9/l-Ol88 988L2 95779 3033 T

notes: m - main tank filter, a - auxiliary tank filter
* H-heavy, M-moderate, s slight, T-trace, N-none

TABLE 7 VEHTCLE 85-77762 FTLTER DATA

TABLE 8 VEHTCLE 87-78288 FTLTER DATA

Last Change Last Km Prev. Km Diff Deposits SamPle#

4077

427 4

2640

M 6A

L4/L2/88

07 /06/8e

06/oe/8e

43892

46532

396L8

43892

46532 T

Last Change Last Km

7 2477

8283l_

983 89

LOO494

Prev. KrR Dif f . Deposits Sample#

49995 22482 7A

r8/LO/88

L4/L2/88

2e/06/8e

78632 41-99

82831- 1-5558

98389 2l-05

T

N

10



Last Change Last Km Prev. Km Diff. Deposits'- samPIe#

7 011-

10014

L2354

L4242

14985

0

9204

L00L4

L2354

L4242

701-1

810

2340

l-888

743

H 8A

2L/ Lo / 88

LO/12/88

Le/o4/8e

27/06/8e

M

I

*H-heavyrM-moderate,sslightrT-trace'N-none

TABLE 9 VEHICLE 87-79557 FILTER DATA

TABLE 10 VEHICLE 87-79558 FTLTER DATA

TABLE ].1. VEHTCLE 87-80231 FILTER DATA

Last change Last Km Prev. Km Diff. Deposits sample#

509405094H10.A

t7 l1o/88 97st 8787 1004 s

L2|O7 /8s 19L14 16048 3066 S

Last Change Last Km Prev. Km Diff.
3220

942

6046

109 0

Deposits SarnPle#

M 9A

L8/Lo/88

L3lo4/8e

30l06l8e

t_1831

2004L.

2L131

t_0889

13995

20041

M

T

1l_



TABLE 12 VEHICLE 87-80277 FTLTER DATA

TABLE ]-3 VEHICLE 87 -82247 FTLTER DATA

Last Change Last Krn Prev Km Diff. Deposits'- SamPIe#

L7 /Lo/88

L3/03/8e

24/08/8e

1L184

1_7385

1957 8

93 01-

1-3697

L7 385

L7 51"

1883

Jþöö

2093

s 1l_A

S

S

S

*H-heavyrM-moderatersslight'T-trace'N-none

Last Change Last Km Prev. Km Diff. Deposits SamPIe#

17 /Lo/88 2635

2962

7 624

7958

]-4493

696

2635

2962

7 624

8354

L939

327

4662

334

6t-39

730

T

T

T

T

T L2A

T

L6/L2/88

2e/05/8e

LLl 08 / 8e

L2



Last Change Last Km Prev. Kn Diff. Deposits* SampIe#

L7 /tO/88

23 / LLI 88

L4 / OL/ 8e

2e/o6/8e

LL/oe/8e

199l-

73LL

26424

37 L89

53 L56

72221

248

L99 1

73]-r

26424

37L89

5J If,O

L7 43

5320

19 1L3

L07 65

L5967

l_9 0 65

T

T

T

S

T

s l-34

TABLE ]-4 VEHTCLE 87-82249 FILTER DATA

H-heavY'M-moderate, S slight, T - trace, N

\¡taS

the

then subtracted from

amount dissolved. Mass

initial residue mass, to gJ.ve

was measured to -0Ol- g.

2.2.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Each DND f leet test resid.ue sample, and selected

miscel-Laneous samples, hlere placed in a scanning electron

microscope (sEM) for observation. Residue appearance'

texture and. particulate size were observed and compared

for each samPle.

13



2.2.5 Energy Dispersive Spect'roscopy

All samples placed in the sEM and subjected to a high

energy electron beam produced x-ray emissions,

characteristic of the elements present' The

characteristic x-rays were colLected and analyzed by

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) to gi've a

quantitative eLemental analysis for each sample. Elements

Iighter than sodium, however, could not be quantified or

detected due to the absorption characteristics of the

x-ray detector window used-

2.2.6 X-Ray Diffraction AnaÌYsis

All fleet test samples, and selected miscellaneous

samples, v/ere analyzed using x-ray diffraction for

id.entification of the crystalline compounds and phases

present.

AII fleet test samples were analyzed using a Philips

PW17LO Diffractometer with Cu radiation and a single

crystal monochromator. Residues were ground to a fine

powd.er in an agate mortar, mixed with acetone, and

smeared on amorphous glass slides. Slides were then

L4



loaded into the

acquired frorn 10 to

minute scan sPeed-

díffractometer, and Patterns were

1-OO degrees of 2A, at 6 degrees Per

selected miscellaneous samples which contained large

amounts of residue r¡/ere analyzed in a Philips Pw1L3 O / 60

diffractometer using cr radiation with a Vanadium Kß

filter. Residues were ground. into fine powders and packed

into the window of an aluminum sample holder. samples

were then load.ed into the diffractometer and patterns

collectedfrom25tol4Odegreesof20,att/2degreeper

minute scan sPeed.

2.3 Decommissioned Propane vehicle Tank Analvsis

2 "3 " L Tank HistorY

The full manufacturer's buiLd data for the decommissioned

tank r¡ras obtained from Manchester Tank canada Lt'd. by

tracing the serial number of the tank' The tank r'¡as

designed for a Dodge Pickup truck application, and was

built in March L983. Tank shel1 and heads f¡Iere both

constructed from ASTM 4L4G preSSUr'e VeSseI grade steel

( Hot rolled' plate steel ¡ '3Leo C 1'35å Mn '035å P

.o4Z S, used in the as-rolIed condition?T )'
15



Thetankwasinstatledina:-,gszDodge].ton4x4|andwas

removed after 42L86 km, which correspond'ed to 5600 litres

of propane. During its service' the tank produced

sufficient black magnetic residue to require 25 filter

changes, and 2 mixer ( propane carburetor ) replacements'

because of residue contamination'

2.3.2 Tank SPecimen PreParatíon

The entire tank was

the shell, and small

for ana1Ysis.

For XRD analYsis of the

samples $/ere cut from

analysis of the outsíde

remove the 2 laYers of

sawed in half across the center of

tank waIl sections vlere then cut out'

tank wall surfaces, 5 mm bY 2o mm

the tank shell and end cap' For

tank surface, acetone v¡as used to

paint.

AII tank waII section samples for sEM analysis and

opt,ical microscopy v¡ere carefully wrapped in aluminum or

stainless steel foil, cut on a diamond wheel cutter at'

lowspeed,andmountedinbakeliteatlowtemperaturein

ordertopreservetheintegrityoftheoxidelayer.

Sampleswereroughgroundonsicpaperto600grit'then
L6



polished to .25 gn with diamond paste on lapping wheels"

Se]ected. samples hrere also etched in 22 nital, or lZ HCI

in alcohol, to reveal the mícrostructure of the tank wall

steel-, or oxide layer' respectively.

small sections of the 8o? outage gauge dip tube and

liquid withdrawal tube found within the propane tank vrere

also cut out, and samples were prepared for sEM and

optical analysis by the methods described above.

A yellow painted. steel grade specification marking I^Ias

d.iscovered stenciled on the inner surface of the tank

sheI1. Two independent sections of the specification

marking $tere carefully cut out, and samples prepared for

SEM and Optical analysis by the previously mentioned

techniques.

2.3.3 Optical AnalYsis

Tank waI1, liquid. withdrawal tube and dip tube sections

were observed under a Nikon microscope at 400 and 1000X

magnification. The presence and/or thickness of any oxide

layers present were recorded. In the etched samples, the

microstructures of the base meta1S were observed and

compared. to that of the specified materials.

L7



The specification marking sections were observed at 1000X

magnification to study the relationship between substrate

metal, oxide layer and specification marking.

2.3.4 SEM Analysis

All tank samples were observed in a scanning electron

microscope at magnífications up to 3000X. Secondary

electron images were used to study the specification

marking sections, the oxide layers present on the tank

wal-I sections, and to search for evidence of oxide layers

on the liquid withdrawal tube and dip tube sections.

SEM back scattered electron images were also used to

study the composition of the tank wall oxide layer(s). In

compositional back scattered images, different phases are

revealed in contrasting brightness.

Additional small samples of the tank walI lrere cut from

the tank, and placed directly in the SEM to observe the

oxide tayer(s) topographically.

EDS was used to analyze the composition of the tank waII

base metal, líquid withdrawal tube, dip tube,

specification marking and any oxide layers present.
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2.3.5 X-Ray Diffraction AnalYsis

XRD sample sections cut from the tank shell and end caps

were placed directly in the diffractometers so the

surface layers could be anatyzed in an undisturbed state.

Both PI{1710 and PI^¡113O/60 diffractometers vtere used v¡ith

monochromatic Cu Kd radiation, and vanadium filtered Cr

Kcu radiation, respectively. Oxide layers from both the

insid.e and outside of the tank 1^tere analyzed and

compared.
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CHAPTER 3 RESULTS

3.1- Particulate Residue Analysís Results

3.1.1 Compound Separation Results

Filter residues from DND vehícles 84-71-833 and 88-8211-8

v¡ere mixed with ethanol, rnethanol, acetone and distilled

water. Residues from these vehicles are considered to be

typical of the residues in the controlled group. No mass

loss could be measured, indicating the residues were

completely insoluble in each solvent.

3.L.2 SEM AnalYsis Results

Each of the DND fleet test residues, alongi with selected

miscellaneous residue samples' $/ere observed in a

Scanning Electron Microscope. AIl residues were found to

be sirnilar in appearance. Residues were predominantly

thin flakes as shown in Figure 2 and. Figure 3. Flakes

were typically ,7 
to t2 gm thick as shown in Figure 4 '

Some residue samples contained few small hollow

spheres, ês shown in Figure 5 | and other small

( <10pm ) niscellaneous particles. Most residues also

contained a small amount of fibres from the in-Iine
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FIGURE 4 Residue

FIGURE 5 Hollow Iron

Flake Thickness

Spheres
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propane filters.

3.1.3 EDS AnalYsis Results

Table l-5 lists the EDS analysis results for the residues

from the DND fleet test. Table L6 gives EDS results for

miscellaneous resid.ue samples. controlled' group residues

r,rere pred.ominantly iron, with typically only traces of

other elements present. Miscellaneous residue analysis

results were sirnilar, except for the bus residues which

contained more imPurities.

The 2 different types of in-Iine filters used in the DND

vehicles $¡ere also analyzed. Results are listed in Table

15.

3.L.4 XRÐ AnalYsis Results

Tab1e L7 lists the compounds identifíed by x-ray

diffraction for the DND fleet test residues, and for 3

miscellaneous resid.ues. Figure 6 shows a tlrpical

diffractogram from the Pw17l-o diffractometer' All

residues rÁIere f ound to be primarily colnmon oxides of

iron, except for the resid'ue from bus LL6 | which
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1A u-71781

2A 8/-74æ1
28 8/,-743€,1

3A 85-76686

4A 85-Zl009

5A æ-77U7
58 a5-77U7

6A æTN62

7A a7-792€8

8A a7-79557

9A 87-79558

104 87-80æ1

114 a7-80277

1?A æ-a2247

134 æ-a2249

FILTER 1 I\iATERIAL

FILTER 2 À¡ATERIAL

N
È

TABLE 15 EDS ANALYSIS FOR DND TEST FLEET NESIDUES
(atomic 7" average of 3 acqulsitions)

95.5 'l .41 0.98 1.23

93.8 1.35 2.11 1.65
89.1 1.32 3.3A 117

88.1 1.10 3.78 3.55

rþ res¡due fourd

82.9 1.20 4.45 0.97 8.93
s9.7 0.76 10.5 11.50 14.80

95.3 1 .02 1 .87 1 .10 0.31

59.8 0.91 7.37 2.21 28.90

85.0 0.9ri 1.57 0.61 6.22

ffi.2 0.99 2.72 1.04 35.70

83.9 0.93 3.10 0.99 6.27

43.7 0.80 8.11 1.74 3.62

rnl enough resilue for anatysis

213Ì.5 O.17 12,00 25.50 B.4O

1.8 8.89 2.53 55.80

30.8 0.65 9.64 29.10 19.40

AI

0.61

0,30
3.74

t./o

0.33 012

o.17 0.19
0.45 0.30

o.40

o.12

0.21 0 18

0.19 0 35

0.38 0.31 0.63

0.9 0.10 0.26
2.æ

0.04

o.2B 032 442

0,06 0..13 2]O

0 48 0.52 1.36 0 67

0.88

8.76

1 .37 1 0.78 10.03

3.78 2.81

0.54
0.85

0.39

0.84

o.72

0 39 0.09

0.58 0.46

2.03

0.81

0.85

1.19

0.13

0.38

o.7a

0.91

4.10

2.29

3.88



8&82117

A14b

430

a7-75574

8A-82815

85-79341

84-74353

8s-77088

Bus 1 16

Bus S

N)
ul

TAE}LE 16 EDSAMLYSIS OF MISCELLANEOUS RESIDUES
( atom¡c % )

e4.6 2.88

59.7 0.76

95 0 1.19

51.5 1 29

a9.7 1.77

90,0 1.u

86.9 2.71

90.4 1.32

67.6 0.85

84.6 0.80

2.51

10.52 1 1 .06

0.91 1.72

3.19 2.O1

1.7e

2.59 1.76

7.13 1.05

1.71 0.27

2.89 1.68

14.42

122

:iB 30

2.O9

0.85

0.58

o.37

0.29

0.51

5.49

o.99

8.85 0.89

2.70

1.77

1.91

o.27

1.71

30.58



Sample I Identified ComPounds

DND Fleet Test Residues

1A F..on, aFerO., Feo, (n) ltn.oo

2A F..On, øFerO., FeO, Fe, SiOz, (t) zFeO(OH)

2B F..On, aFerO., FeO, Fe, SiOz

3A Feroo, aFero., Feo, Fe, Sioz, (t) zFeo(oH), (R) Fer(Son).

4A No dePosits found

5A Not enough deposits for x-ray analysis

58 F".Oo, aFeror, Feo, Fe, Sio2, AI, (R) CarAJ-rSioz, (n) CurO

6A F".On, crFerO., FeO, Fe, SiO2

7A F..On, aFerO., FeO, Fe, SiOz, At

8A F.aOn, øFerOa, FeO, Fe, SiO2, Al

9A Fu.On, øFerO., FeO, Fe, 41, (R) Fe.C

1OA F.aOo, durO., Fe, AI

114 Not enough deposits for x-ray analysis

12A Not enough deposits for x-ray analysis

134 F".On, aFerO., Fe, 41, SiOz, (R) CarAIrsiOz, (n) CurO

MisceI laneous Residues

A3O F..On, (t) øFerO., (t) FeO

Bus 116 F..Oo

Bus S F.aOn, aFerO., FeO, Fe

TABLE 17 X-RAY DIFFRACTION COMPOUND ANALYSIS

notes: (t) - trace, (P) - Possible
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contained other irnpurities "

3.2 Propane Tank Analvsis Results

3.2.1 Optical AnaIYsis Results

Etched tank waII sections vrere found to have a

microstructure consistent with the specified ASTM 4L4G

steel. Figure 7 shows the tank shell microstructure, and

Figure 8 shows that of the tank end cap.

Etched. sectioned of the liquid withdrawal tube and 80?

outage gauge dip tube, contained within the tank, both

showed a microstructure corresponding to very low carbon

steel. Figure 9 and Figure LO show the microstructures of

the dip tube and withdrawal tube' respectively'

Both the liquid withdrawal tube and dip tube showed no

evidence of oxide layers at I-OOOX magnificatíon. Figure

11 and Figure 12 show the outer edges of the wíthdrawal

tube and dip tube, respectively. No oxide }ayer can be

seen between the aluminum protective wrap and the base

metal.
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FIGURE 7 Tank Shell Micro Structure (1-322X)

End. CaP Micro Structure (L322X)
FIGURE 8 TANK
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The tank wa]1 sections, however, showed a significant

oxide layer. Figure 13 shows a 1-O ¡.rm thick oxide layer on

the inner surface of the tank shell. Figure L4 shows a

similar oxide layer under the factory paint on the

outside surface of the tank shell. Similar oxide layers

r¡rere f ound on the Surf aces of the tank end caps " Figure

t-5 shows the 10 ¡lm oxide layer under the paint on the

outside surface of one end cap-

Optical analysis of the specification marking showed the

paint marking was applied over the oxide layer. That is,

the sequence of laYers is:

base metal - oxid.e layer(s) specification marking'

Figure i-6 and Figure I7 show the paínt marking on the

outside of a uniform thickness oxide layer, from 2

independent sections of the tank sheI1.

Etched oxide layer sections failed to show the presence

of more than one laYer of oxide.

3.2.2 SEM AnalYsis Results

Tank wa1] oxide layers vtere observed in the SEM using

both secondary electron images ( SEI ), and back

scattered electron images for compositional analysis. SEI
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€ Paint

e oxide

e Steel

FIGIIRE l-5 Exterior Tank End Cap Oxid'e Layer (L322X)
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FIGURE 18 Oxide Composition (Back-scattered Electrons)
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shov¡ed a uniform oxide layer on both surfaces of the tank

shell and end. caps, of 1-o pm nominal thickness " The

interior oxide layer showed signs of stress cracking and

Ioss of adhesion, while the exterior oxide layer appeared

more adherent and continuous.

compositional- analysis of the oxíde layer using back

scattered electrons showed the oxide layer to be

a predominantly uniform singular phase. Figure 18 shows

the interíor tank she11 oxide tayer using compositional

mode back scattered electrons.

Tank walt specification mark sections observed using

second.ary electron images showed a uniform thickness

oxide layer under the specification marking. Oxide layer

appearance and thickness under the specification marking

v/as identical to the appearance and thickness elsewhere'

Figure 19 shows the specification marking ( cross hai-rs )

between the oxide layer and the protective aluminum wrap'

Figure 20 and Figure 2L show the specification marking

from a different section.

secondary electron images were also used to directly

observe the surfaces of the tank oxide layers. Outside

tank oxide surfaces were observed after carefully

removing the fact,ory paint l^iith acetone. Evidence of
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Steel v Oxide v v Marking

FIGIIRE 21 Specification Marking 3 (SEM)
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oxid.e spallation was clearly observed on the inside oxide

of the tank shell. The surface showed a targe number of

small areas where the oxide had spalled off, and nurnerous

stresscracks.Figure22showspartsoftheinneroxide

Iayerwhichhavepartiallylost'ad.hesion,adjacenttoa

spalled area. The outside tank shell oxide surface showed

Iittle evidence of spallation, although stress cracks

$rere found.. Both tank end. cap oxide surfaces showed

little evidence of oxid.e spallation, but stress cracks

T¡rere observed.

sEM analysis of the liquid withdrawal tube and dip tube

showed no evidence of oxide layers at up to 3000x

magnification. Figure 23 shows the outside edge of the

liquid v¡ithdrawal tube. No oxide is visible between the

tube and protective aluminum !'¡rap '

EDS chemical analysis was performed on the liquid

withd.rawal- tube, dip tube, tank waII, oxide layer and

specification marking. Table L8 gives the elemental

composition results from the EDS. As expected, the liquid

withdrawal tube and dip tube had a low carbon steel

composition, the t,ank waIl composition corresponded to

ASTM 4L4G specifications, the oxid'e layer contained only

traces of elements other than iron, and the specification

marking had. the composition of paint'
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c A1 [.Irap

e Tube

FIGIIRE 23 Edge Of Liquid [.Iithdrawal Tube (SEM)

3.2.3 XRD Analvsis Results

Sections of the tank shell and end caps r¡Jere placed

directly in the diffractometers to analyze the

composition of. the oxide layer(s) " The composition rras

found to be Fe^O., with only traces of aFe^O^ and FeO.34' ' 23

Figure 24 shows the XDR PWL7LO diffractogram of the tank

shell interior oxide layer. Oxid.e layer composition vras

found to be consistent from tank shel1 to end câp, and

from tank interior to tank exterior"
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TABLÊ 18 h.DS ANALYSIS OF TANK COù¡PONENTS
( weight 7" average ¡

3.8r5.89 0.15 15.6 161 16.6 0.66

97.6 1.56 0.83

97.6 1.53 0.86

99.3 0.45 0.2

99.1 0.61 0.24

97.9 1.38 0.M

Spec. Marking

Tank Shell

Tank End Cap

Fill Tub€

Vent Tube

Tank Oxde

Þ
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4.1 Particulate Residues

CHÀPTER 4 DISCUSSION

Since conpound separation attenpts fail-ed to dissolve any

¡neasurable amount of residue, the residues can not

contain any significant amount of organics from the

propane. The residues then, rnust be predominantly stable

j-nsotuble inorganics, minerals and oxides'

Results fron XRD and EDS anal-yses (Tabl-es L5-17) shor¿ the

residues to be prinarily conmon oxides of iron'

Maqnetite, F"=on, was the predominant compound in all

residues. other compounds v¡ere typically identified in

only trace amounts in the controll-ed group residues'

Metallic iron found in the residues is likely due to $¡eld

splatter frorn the tank manufacturing Process, as are the

hol-Iort iron based spheres shor¡n in Figure 5' Traces of

S1,o2, cazAl2sioz and metallic A1 detected in the

residues, can be attributed to weld slagz frorn the tank

itself, or tiny shavings fron the aluminum tank float

gages, respectively. Other contarninants detected in trace

amounts v/ere most likely particles less than 10 Pn vrhich

originated in the propane distribution systern, and passed
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throughtheearlyincidentfiltersd.uringpropanefillinq

ofthetestfleettanks.EDsanalys,isofthebusresidues

clear}yillustratestheamountofcontaminantswhichcan

bepresent'inthepropanedístributionsystem,sincethe

buses were not filled under controlled conditions with

filtered Propane"

The significant amounts of sulfur found in some samples

likelycamefromamolecularsieve(whichtrapSome

sur_fur coropounds in the propane distribution systemlz¡

whichoccasionaltyrupture.Sinceamolecularsieveis

constructed. of a sod.ium-aluminum-silicate compound'

zeotite,thepresenceoftheseelementsintheresidues

could also be d'ue to a molecular sieve failure"

Many of the resid'ue samples used for EDS analysis also

contained significant amounts of filter fibres, due to

thedifficultyofseparatingtheresiduesfromthe

filters. comparison of the EDS analyses of the fílters'

withtlroseoftheresid.ues'canalsoaccountforthe
presence of some elements in the residues"

Selectedbagfitters,whichwereusedtofilterthe
propaneonintroductiontothetestfleettanks'$Iere

examined and found. to be free of large amounts of the

characteristic black magnetíc resid'ues f ound in the
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vehicle filters, indicating no large amount of bLack

residue exists in the propane d.istribution system. During

the DND test, Do incident bag filter ever failed. since

aII propane l¡¡as f iltered to at l-east 10 IJm on

introduction to the test fleet propane tanks, anY residue

particle greater than 10 pm in the controlled group

residues must have originated in the tank itself.

Therefore, the large black oxide flakes found in the

residues, âS Shov¡n in Figures 2 and 3 | which were found

to exceed 1 nm in some samples, must have originated in

the vehicle tanks.

4.2 TANK ANALYSTS

Metallographic examination and EDS analysis of the tank

shell, end. caps, outage gage dip tube, and liquid

withdrawal tube showed no metallurgical inconsistencies,

indicating the manufacture of the tank and inner

structures met a1l construction specifications.

Optical and SEM examination of the tank shel] and end cap

sections showed an interior oxide layer of 10 pm nominal

thickness. EDS and XRD analysis of the oxide layer showed

the oxide layer to have a composition corresponding

exactly to that of the black magnetic oxide flakes found
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in the vehicle filter residues. Comparison of XRD

diffractograms of the residues and, tank wall, Fig'trres 6

and 24, respectively, clearly shows the compositional

match. It can therefore be concluded that the black

magnetic residues are simply flakes of tank waÌI oxide,

which have spalled off. This conclusion j-s supported by

the fact that the one aluminum tank in the DND test fleet

failed to produce any black magnetic residue, and by

Figure 22 whích shows spallation of the interj-or tank

shell oxide layer.

4.3 THE TANK OXIDE LAYER

Since spallation of the interior tank waIl oxide is the

cause for the black magnetic residues, the origin of the

int,erior tank oxide will no$t be considered. There are 2

possibilities: 1. Formation in the tank during service,

by reaction with the propane or irnpurities contained

within, or 2. Formation during the manufacture of the

tank, or the steel plate itself.

4.3.L Oxide Formation During Tank Service

It will be proven that oxide formation during tank
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service is not reasonably possible. The reader is first

referred to the Appendix for a brief sunmary of the

theory of oxidation of steeI.

Since analysis of the interior tank oxide showed the

layer to be cornposed. of magnetite with only traces of

hematite and wüstite, consideration will be given to the

growth of a magnetite layer onIy. Parameters from the

studied decommissioned tank will be used:

final oxide thickness 10 ¡rm

total service time 3.5 Years

maximum service temperature - 37oc

Calculations will first be made assuming the tank had no

oxid.e layer present at the start of service, and

sufficient oxygen v¡as present so that the outward

diffusion of iron ions is the rate controlling step of

oxidation. The growth of the rnagnetite layer vrilL

therefore follow parabolíc kinetics, and the oxide weight

gain per unit surface area' vr' is described by:

w=krF
P

where k is the parabolic rate constant, and t is time.
p

Oxid.e thickness can be converted to weight gain per unit

area by:
3€*oPo*

l¡¡ : 
T.

is the molecular weíght of the oxide (2329/mole
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for magnetite) , Po* is the d'ensity of the oxide (5'2

g/cm3 for magnetite3), € is the oxid'e thickness' and ilo

is the atomic weight of oxygen (l-6glnole) ' From Eq 1 and

Eq2|a].0fJmthickmagnetitelayergrownin3.5years

will then require a parabolic rate constant of

7 .932xLo-7 g /cmtmin-t" '

The parabolic rate constant is given by:

ko : koexP t tf l
where a is the activation energy, T is the absolute

temperature' R is the gas constant' and In ko is the y

intercept of the tn ko vs. L/r plot. Activation energies

for the oxid'ation of iron vary from 20 to 47 '8

kcal/mol el,s,6,7. Using the magnetite rate constant data

from Davies, Simnad and BirchenaltT to plot In ko vs' IIT

gives a = 24.2 kcal/mole and ko = 4.o2 g¡cm=mín-t/t, from

linear regression. Using these values in Eq 2 | with R =

L.gg7 cal/moleoK, the previously calculated rate constant

of 7.g32x::o-7g/cm.min-t" requires a temperature of

5160C.

The above calculations can only be considered

approximate. Activation energy for magnetite growth at

room temperature has not been accurately determined, and

may be considerably higher than the value used, since Èhe

d.iffusion of iron ions becomes much more difficult at'

3
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very low temperatures. It has also been suggested's that

bel_ow 2oooc the oxid.ation of iron f olIows logarithmic

kinetics, which give slower oxidation rates than

parabolic rate laws. The p'".,io,,= calculations assumed

oxidat.ionofiron,andnotsteel'whichtypically

oxidizes more slowIy than pure irons't lsee Append.Íx) "

Also assumed r^Ias suf f icient oxygen f or a dif fusion

linitedreaction,whiletheoxygenconcentrationin
propaneisalmostnegligible,whichwouldgreatlyreduce

the oxidation rate.

While the previously calculated temperature of 5L6"C is

only approximate, it shows thaL even under ideal

oxidationconditions,thegrowthofalo¡Jmthick

magnetitelayerinthetankserviceintervalrequiresa
temperatureconsid'erablyhigherthanthehighest
temperature the tank would. experience in service, unless

thereisSomemechanismpresentwhichcaneither

significantly increase the d.iffusion rate of iron ions in

magnetite,orsignificantlydecreasetheactivation

energy required for oxid'ation at low temperatures'

It has been well established that the presence of sulfur

(HrS,SOrorfreeS)intheoxidationatmospherecan

signif icantly increase the oxid'ation rate of

ironlo,!1,!2,73'!4 | while the sulfur 'content in the steel
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itself has been found to have little effectls'

Atmospheric sulfur increases oxidation by either

dissolving in the oxide lattice, oE by forming iron

sulfides, íron sulfates, QT sulfuric acid" Dissolved

sulfur in the oxíde lattice can increase the defect

concentration, which increases ion transport. Ïron

sulfide stringers in a scale layer act as high diffusion

paths for iron ions, with díffusion many orders of

magnitude greater than in the pure oxide. If sulfuric

acid forms, ít can partially dissolve the magneLite,

creating acid filIed pores which act as high diffusion

paths. Typíca11y, sulfuric acid causes the appearance of

iron sulfate in aqueous form. Diffusion then changes from

slow solid state diffusion, to much quicker aqueous'

diffusion ín the oxide Pores

For the decommissioned tank stud.ied, sulfur assisted

oxid.ation can be ruled out. xRD analysis of the interior

oxide layer showed no iron sulfide, EDS analysis showed

onty traces of sulfur dissolved in the magnetite, and snvf

observation of the oxide layer showed a non-porous

uniform layer. Also, the propane itself contains sulfur

compounds in amounts on the order of only 50 ppn w¡.tt,

with a maximum of Lzo ppn allowed, and only negligible

amounts of oxygen and water, which are necessary for the

formation of sulfuric acid
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Cracks formed' through the oxide layer by oxide stresses

canalsoincreasetheoxidationratemanyordersof

magnitude by allowing oxygen direct access to the iron

surface.Althoughmanyoxidetraversingcracksl¡¡erefound

intheinteriormagnetitelayerofthestudiedtank,

there $¡as no evidence of fresh oxid.e f ormation at the

baseofthecracks,indicatingthismodeofoxidation

enhancement $¡as not a contributory factor in the oxide

layer formation.

The greatest' evidence against format'ion of the oxide

layerd'uringtankserviceisthel¿ckofanyoxidelayer
on either the liquid withdrawal tube, ot the 80? outage

gage d.ip tube. Since both of these tubes were constructed

fromlowcarbonnildsteel,theyshouldhaveoxidized

morerapid'lythanthelowalloysteeltankshell,if
oxidation occurred during tank service'

4.3.2 Oxide Formation During Manufacture

Significant evidence

that the oxide laYer

manufacturing Process

exists that leads to the conclusion

!{as formed d'uring the steel plate

itself.

the oxide laYer $tas formed in
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the manufacture of the tank. At no time during the

formation of the tank shell and end caps, vlere material

ternperatures sufficiently high to form a 1o pm thick

oxide layer in a reasonable time (<6 hours). Since the

oxid.e layer r¡tas very uníform across all parts of the tank

shell and end caps, it is highly improbable that the

oxid.e hlas formed. during any tank manufacturing welding

processes. Also, the completed propane tank was not heat

treated as a whole, which discounts the possibility of

oxid.e growth during heat treatment.

The presence of an oxide layer on the outside surface of

the tank underneath the factory applied paint, âs shown

in Figures t4 and L5, which is identical in thickness and

composition as the interior oxide layer, shown in

Figure !3, inmediately suggests the interior oxide layer

rl¡as aLso present at the time oå manufacture of the

tank. The presence of a uniform thickness oxide layer

under the steel grade specification paint marking on the

inside of the tank sheII, âs shown in Figures L6, L7, L9,

20 and. 2!, provid.es conclusive evidence that the oxide

layer hras present at the point of steel naking, before

the tank manufacturing Process"

This conclusion is supported by oxidation kinetics. From

Eqs !t 2, and. 3, using the previously determined
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activation energy, q and ko, calculations show that under

ideal conditions, a L0 pm thick magnetite layer can be

grown in less than l-5 minutes, ât l-OOOoC, which are

conditions typical of steel rolling'

Typical iron oxidation forms wüstite, magnetite and

hematite. The lack of wüstite found in the tank oxide can

be easily justified by the high carbon content and alloy

ad.ditions of the tank steel (see Appendix) ' The lack of

hematite can be explained as follows: At the steel miII,

during steel rolling, some abrasive descaling of the

steel plate will take place. It has been found that the

lack of wüstite, and. high content of the more adherent

magnetite in a higher carbon steel scale' causes the

descaling to be effective in only removing the

superficial thin hematite Iayer, while leaving the bulk

of the more adherent magnetite layer intactl6'17'

4.4 OXIDE LAYER SPALLATION

Compressive stresses are gienerated 
,in 

oxide layers due to

a variety of mechanisms (see Appendix). T1çica1ly' the

greatest stress is generated during cooling from the

different therrnal expansion coefficients between oxide
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and steel. Excessrve

can lead not onIY to

spallation.

compressive stresses in the scale

crack formation, but also to oxide

For a particle of spalled oxide to be released from the

oxide/metalinterface,through-thicknesscracksmust

forn, and' adhesion must be Lost at the oxide metal

interface. Either step can precede the other. Route I

spallation occurs if cracks form before adhesion is lost'

Thisischaracteristícofoxidesystemswherethe

oxide/metat interface is more resistant to fracture than

the oxide layer itself. Route II spallation occurs when

the interface has lower strength than the oxide, and is

characterized. by buckling of the oxide before spallation"

Figure 2518 summarizes the different spallation routes'

spallation of iron oxides can be by both routes. During

the oxidation of steel, gaPS typically form at points

along the metal/oxide interface (see Appendix). Interface

strength at the gaps witl be non-existent, leading to

Route II spallation. At the rnetal/oxide interface where

gaps Ïrave not f ormed', either Route I or Route IÏ

spallation can occur depending on how well the oxide is

pinned at that location.

the decommissioned ProPane tank
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lnitiation of oxide-scale cracking and spallation
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appears to be by both routes. Figure 22 shov¡s spallation

from the interior tank shetl oxide. oxide buckling,

characteristic of Route II spallation' is very evident.

Figure 18 shor,¿s oxide through-thickness cracking v/hich is

characteristic of Route I spallation, before release of

the oxide particle.

spallation of the tank oxide most likely occurs due to

strains from weather temperature changes, whj-ch add to

the already high residual compressive stresses and

strains present in the oxide layer from cooling the steel
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plate to room temPerature

manufacture of the tank.

after rolIing, and from

Rough estimates of these strains, and associated

ternperature changes, can be made. Reported thermal

expansion coef f icients f or steel3'18' le' 20'21'22'23 vary

from 11.7x10-6 o"-1 to 18.1xl0-6 o"-1, while the reported

coefficients for magnetite3'23 vary from 5x10-6 oc-t to

9.3x10-6 oc-t. choosing an average value of 15xl-0-6 oc-t

for steel, and 7 .2x1'o-6 oc-t f or magnetite, gives the

difference in therrnal expansion coefficients, Âd, âs

7. gxl_0-6 oc-t. oxide strain due to temperature changes is

given by: Ìz

e =ÂaÀT 4
+

Compressive fracture lo

strains for an iron

oxide scale are taken I

from thernal shock
*'

tests done by Bruce and '9
I

))tHancock--, and shown E *
eD

(J

C

C\
o
o
o
t
o
c
è
Eo
F

IN Figure 25.

Extrapolating to room

temperature gives a

fracture strain of
-4,about 1.9x1-0 '. From Eq

600 ?oo 800 900
lemPeroture r" C

26 oxide Fracture StrainszzFÏGURE
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4, the required

low temPeratures

ternperature change for oxide fracture at'

is then onlY 24"c.

While the above calculation can only be considered

approximate, even using the extreme values of d' =

l_L. zx1o-6 o"-1 f or steel , d : 9 .3x10-6 oc-t f or

magnetite, and a fracture strain of 4xl-o-a for higher

temperatures, requires a temperature change of only L67"C

for oxide fracture. This temperature change will be

easily exceeded when the steel plate is cooled from

rollingtemperatures,whichaccountsfortheobservation

ofnumerousstresscracksinbothinteriorandexterior

oxide laYers of the tank'

Itisevidentfromthesecalculations,thatextreme

compressivestressesandstrainsaregeneratedinthe

oxide layer from cooling the steel plate to room

temperature. Additional compressive strains are gienerated

in the interior tank oxid.e layer from the forming of the

tank shell itself. Assuming a nominal tank diameter of 36

Cilrandaplatethicknessof.2TTcm(excludingoxide

thj.ckness),rollingtheflatsteelplateintoacylinder

will increase the average compressive strain in the 1-0 pm

thick interior oxide }ayer by 3.86xL0-3, while decreasing

that of the ext,erior tank oxide layer by 3 ' 17x10-3 '
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Theadd'itionalcompressivestrain,andhencetemperature
d.ecrease, required to spalI the oxide after oxide

fracture, can not be easily calculated' since the

strength of the oxide/metaI interface is not known'

Howeverrthepreviouscalculationsshowtheextreme

compressive strains that may be present in the tank she1l

interioroxidelayer.Anyshockorvibratj-onthetank

experiences in service, âs well as the additional

compressive strains which occur between sunmer and winter

temperatures, are like1y sufficient to cause spallation'

In f act, increased resid'ue generation ' and hence

increasedoxidespallation,hlasobservedintheDND

vehicles which v¡ere stored in a heated garage overnight

during the winter. The ad.ditional spallation T¡Ias likely

causedbythethermalshockexperienced'bythetankoxide

Iayer on going from 22oc insid'e the garage' to -25"c

outsid,e on a typical Winnipeg winter day'

4.5 RESIDUE GENERATION VS. VEHICLE MILEAGE

Since the

spalling of

regrowth of

generation

magnetic particulate resid'ues are caused by

the propane tank interior oxide layer' and no

the oxide occurs during tank service' residue

should decrease with time, and therefore'
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mileage of the vehicle' Unfortunately' the DND t'est'

failedtoprovideagreatdealofevidenceforthis

conclusion. Most test vehicle filters contained very

smarl amounts of residue, and, f or many test vehi-cres,

selected filters were lost, mileage documentation on

filters was lacking, and. the most important early service

filters (just after propane conversion) were not

available.

Someevidencetosupportthisconclusiondoesexist,

however.ReferringtoTables2thruL3,residuedeposits

in the main filters consistently decrease with increasing

mileage.FiltersBAand'LOA'which\'\Ierebothinitial
filters,showedtheheaviestresidueaccumulationsinthe

controlled group filters. other vehicle filt'ers, not in

thecontrolledgroup,alsoshowedtheheaviestdeposits

in the initial filters'

4.6 SUMMARY

Theevid.encepresentedclearlyindicatesthattheblack

magneLic part.iculate resid.ues in motor vehicle propane

tanks is a resutt of spatlation of an oxide layer on the

interiorsurfaceofthepropanetanks.Furthermore,the

oxide layer is formed during the ma::ufacture of the steel
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plate from which the tanks are fabricated' and is never

completely removed. Indeed, the ASTM specification

7.L.L for A4t4 steel2T states expticitly: trunless

otherwisespecified'rthematerialshallbefurnished

withoutremovingthehot-rolledoxideorScale"||

The evidence supporting these conclusions are:

L. Any residue particles larger than l-0 pm had to

originate within the steel vehicle propane tanks. In the

test fleet, aIl fuel v¡as carefully filtered prior to

fueling the vehicles, Yet all vehicles generated

particul-ate residues during service' except for the

vehicle with an aluminum tank'

2.Forthetestvehic]es,theparticulateresiduefrom

all the steel tanks was largely oxid,es of iron (Table

L7). occasionallyr traces of weld"slag and rust (FeOoH)

r^rere detected, which might be expected considering the

method'sofmanufactureofthetank,andtheoperating
condit,ions.

3. The tan]< oxide layer was present on the steel from

which the tanks were manuf actured, and \^tas not f orrned

while the tanks slere in service in the motor vehicles'

a) catculations show that the oxide thickness of 10 ¡rm

observed. on the interior tank surface would require an
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average operating temperature of about 5OOoC, clearly

not possible.

b) A steel propane tank sectioned and examined after

being in service, exhibited an oxide layer on the tank

material (Figure 13), but no oxide layer on either the

steel liquid withd.rawal tube (Figure 11) , or the 80å

outage gage dip tube (Figure 1,2). If oxides formed

d.uring tank service, all interior steel surfaces would

display oxides.

c) The steel grade specification marking found on the

inner surface of the tank steel v¡as painted on top of

the oxide layer (Figure 19). Therefore, the oxide layer

exists on the steel from which the tanks are

manufactured.

4. The oxid.e layer spalIs off during service (Figure 22) ,

forming the black magnetic particulate residues which

accumulate in the motor vehicle filters'
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Co¡lclustoNs AND REcouveruDATloNS

The magnetic particulate residues found in vehicle

propane storage tanks are predominantly flakes of

magnetj-te (iron oxide), which originated in the tank,

from spallation of the oxide layer on the interior

surface of the tank itself. The oxid.e layer spallation is

likely caused by d.ecreases in temperature (therrnal shock)

from weather changes, âS well aS shocks or vibration of

the tank during service, which may increase the already

extreme residual compressive stresses and strains present

in the oxide layer from the manufacturing processes.

The tank oxide layer was found to originate at the point

of manufacture of the steel. No regrowth of the tank

oxide layer occurs d.uring tank service, and therefore'

resid.ue generation in the tank will decrease with

increasing mileage of the vehicle.

El-imination of the tank oxide layers would eliminate the

generation of magnetic particulate resídues within the

tanks. Specification ASTM A4L427 atlows that the material

be furnished. with the oxide layer removed. It is

therefore recommended. that alt vehicle propane tanks be

manufactured from the descaled steel.
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APPENDTX

SUMMARY OF IRON OXTDATION THEORY

The crassicar oxidation behavior of pure iron will first

be d.iscussed, then the effect of the variables of

commercial steels will be described'

4.1 Classic Oxidation

oxvgen.'7'8'19

Athightemperaturesironwillreactwithoxygentoforrn

a scale of 3 stable parallel layers of iron oxide'

arranged in ord'er of oxygen content' The outermost layer

havingthehíghestoxygencontentishematite,d.Fe,o=,
with a rhombohedral crystal structure; the middle layer

magnetite, F".on, with a spinel structure; and the

innermost layer with the rowest oxygen content is

wüstite,Feorhavingasimplecubiccrystalstructure'

of Pure Iron in Air

Wüstite is

below 57ooc

above 57ooC

temperature

only a stable phase above 57ooc' oxidation

produces only dFezo3 and' F".on' Oxid'ation

with subsequent cooling below the stability

for wästite' causes the Feo to further
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oxidize into Fe.Oo, however the transformation kinetics

are diffusion controlled, and with sufficiently quick

cooling rates, retained Feo can exist at room

temperatures.

oxide phase stability also depends

concentration. Figure À.17 shows the

iron-oxygen phase diagrarn.

on oxygen

equilibriun

Almrc pøcenl oxyqú

FTGURE 4.1 Fe-o Phase DiagramT

Both magnetite and wüstite are p-type metal deficit

semiconductors with cation vacancies present. Hernatite is

a metal excess n-type with anion vacancies.

The entire scale grows by diffusion of iron and oxygen.
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At the scale/metal interface iron enters the wüstite when

cation vacancies become available. Diffusion in magnetite

is also by iron ions. In hematite, oxygen is adsorbed at

the outer surf ace of the hematite and is dissol-ved as

soon as an anion vacancy is available. Iron ion diffusion

also appears to be significant along hematite grain

boundari"=. u't

If there is sufficient oxygen available at the outer

oxide surface for adsorption, the d.iffusion of iron ions

becomes the rate controlling process. Therefore, ât

constant temperature, the oxidation rate will decrease

with increasing oxide thickness, and oxide thickness can

be described bY:

F.= *" * - A1-

where x is the oxide thickness,

constant, and t is tine-

Integrating gives: *' = L

At constant temPerat,rt", 
t

parabolicallY with time-

k is the Parabolic rate
p

kt
p

oxidation

-A,2
proceeds

The parabolic rate constant depends on the diffusivity of

the diffusing ions in the oxide, and is given byttt
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-1
^p- RT

g:

I D. dË"
t tri

-43

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute

temperature, D ís the d.iffusivity of the cations in the

-ooxl-de, anc¡. ¡JH and. ¡J, are the metal chemical potentials aL

the oxide/gas interface and metal/oxide interfaces,

respectivelY.

The diffusivity follows an Arrhenius relation with

temperature' and is given bY:

D:Doexp t*J -on

where Do is the frequency factor, and. Q is the activation

energy. since the diffusion of cations is the rate

controlling process ín the oxidatj-on of iron, the

activation energy for oxidation according tole:

k _t f -oì
o .o"*P |,.ñj -ou

is the same as the activation energy for díffusion of

cations in Eq 44.

The oxidation rate of pure iron is not affected by

ambient oxygen pressure, provided the oxygen pressure is

greater than the dissocj-ation pressure of magnetite.

Since the d.iffusion of cations is the rate controlling

process, and, the concentration lirnits of iron ions are
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f ixed. at the rnetal/wtistite and. wüstite/nagnetite

interfaces, and' thus ind'ependent of atmosphere' the

oxidation rate is therefore independent of oxygen

pressure.

The relative equilibriun thicknesses of the 3 oxide

layers is proportional to the diffusion rates in each

oxid.e. I^iüstite has the greatest cation diffusion, and is

therefore the thickest 1ayer. Anion diffusion in hematite

is the slowest; hence hematite ís the thinnest layer'

under equilibrium conditions, wüstite occupies about 952

of the growing scale layer, magnetite about 42 and

hematite about Lz. These proportions change with

decreasingi temperature, with magnetite becoming thicker,

and wüstite becorning thinner.

The reason for the change in relative layer thicknesses

is as follows: since there is a net f10w of iron ions

outward from the base metal, the oxide layer must recede

towards the metal if contact is to be maintained. The

only mechanisn by which this is possible is creep of the

oxide layer. If creep of the oxide is prevented, which is

more likely at lower temperatures, contact is lost and

gaps appear between the base metal and oxide. since the

iron ions can not traverse the 9aP, the absorption of

ions and diffusion are disrupted. Iron continues to
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diffuse out of the wüstite layer until a uniform iron

concentration is attained across the wtistite layer

corresponding to the equilibrium magnetite concentratíon,

which, along with the slowing of d.iffusion, leads to the

growth of magnetite into the wüstite layer"

Duringthegrowthofthescalestressesaredeveloped

from the different molar volumes between base metal and

oxide, expitaxial misfits, grain boundary oxidation,

compositional variations and additional stresses may be

creat,ed due to surface geometry. since iron oxides have a

greater molar volume than iron, compressive stresses are

created as the oxide forms on a fixed surface area'

Expitaxial stresses are generated by the rnisfit between

oxide lattice and base metal laÈtice, but dininish quickly

as the oxide thickens2a. Since grain boundary diffusion is

greater than bulk diffusion, oxidation may proceed more

quickty in grain boundaries, which creates compressive

stresses in the bulk oxide. The compositional variation

across the scale due to stoichiometry, which is greatest

in wüstite, also creates stresses within the oxide.

surface geometry greatly affects the oxide growth

stresses. since iron oxidizes by outward cation

diffusion, the scale must recede inward towards the base

met,al t,o remain in contact with the receding iron
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Surface. If the oxide grows on a convex surface, the

inward recession of oxide v¡ill create additional

compressive Stresses. Oxide gro\,\Ith on a concave surf ace

will- reduce compressive stresses, oT create tensile

stresses at the netal/oxide interface as the oxide

attempt,s to remain in contact vtith the receding metal

surface.

Thermal compressive stresses are typically the greatest

residual stresses in scales. As the metal/oxide system is

cooled from the reaction temperature' stresses are

generated which are directly proportional to the

difference in thermal expansion coefficients between the

metal and oxide. Since aII the iron oxídes have lesser

thermal expansion coefficients thqn iron, the generated

stresses are compressive in the oxide, and tensile in the

metal.

cracks which may forrn to relieve the oxide stresses,

províd,e rapid inward diffusion paths for oxygen'

formatíon and healing of cracks can then increase

oxidation rate.

can

The

the
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A.2DeviationsFromClassicTheoryForoxidationof

stee18' 25' 26

Deviations from the classical oxidation theory of pure

ironinairoroxygen,areduetocarboncontent,alloy

additions and the differing oxid.ation atmospheres of

commercialsteels.Ingeneralrtheoxidationrateof

steel is much slower than that of pure iron'

Alloy addition and atmospheric oxidation effects are

complex, and. a fuIl description of all the variables is

beyond the scope of this brief sunmary, so the reader is

referred to reference e for a comprehensive discussion'

only a brief sunmary will be given here'

The presence of carbon forms a gaseous reaction product

during oxidation, which causes oxidation rates to be more

erratic. Gas pressure ín discontinuities can cause

cracking, Ieading to increased' rates of oxidation'

Alternatively, 9âs products in gaps and fissures can

interfere with the healing of these voids, leading to a

red.uction in oxidation rate.

Alloy additions can have various effects on the oxidation

of steels. Phosphorus typically lowers the oxidation

resistance in steel slightty, while sulfur, at the levels
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normally present in steels, typically has no effect on

oxidation. Manganese can substitute for iron in wüstite

and. magnetite, but oxidation effects directly due to

manganese are only slight. GeneralIy, aIloy additions

reduce the oxid.ation rate by inhibiting dislocation

movements at the metal/oxide interface, which prornotes

the formation of gaps and pores, which further inhibits

iron diffusion.

silicon, if present in amounts greater than .252, can

form separate phases in the scale, usually pools and

extended stringers of iron manganese sil-icate. In steels

with higher silicon content, a thin filn of silica may

form at the iron/oxide interface which interferes with

the diffusion of cations, leading to greatly reduced

oxidation rates.

Al}oying elements more noble than iron may lead to

surface enrichment of alloying additives, which can

affect cation diffusion. Enrichment of copper in the

surface layer may also lead to the precipitation of

molten metallic copper, which can cause intergranular

attack, hot-shortness and surface defects'

Although the oxidation rate of pure iron is independent

of oxygen pressure, the oxidation rate of steel decreases
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v¡ith decreased

to the carbon

separation and

oxygen pressure. The reason is like1y due

additions in steel, which cause scale

pore formation more readilY'

Thepresenceofsteamtypicallyincreasestheoxidation

rate.Thescaleformedinsteamismoreplastic'creeps
morereadilyandthereforedoesnotformagapaS

read.ily. AIso, 9âs reactions in the pores perrnit oxygen

transport across the scale, thus counteracting the

disruption of the diffusion path. A similar but weaker

effect is produced by the presence of Co, in the

oxidizing gases-

Because of the formation of gaps and pores at the

metal/oxid'einterfaceinsteelsoxidizedinairor

oxygen, wüstite formation is suppressed' and the

magnetite layer will predominate'
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